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The Electronic Structures around Impurities 

in Monovalent Metals* 

Shozo SHINOHARA 

(Received May 6, 1955) 

The behaviours of electrons in binary alloys which form solid solutions are discussed 

on the basis of Br.OCH's free electron theory. In this work the perturbation potential 
due to a solute atom is taken to be of the type -Ze~(1 +1)) 1.-1 exp (-qr) a priori. The 

parameters q and 1) are determined self-consistently, and on the assumption that 'f/ is 

zero, q becomes identical with the shielding constant which MOTT obtained by THOMAS

FERMI's method. Further, the heat of formation of alloys in disordered state, the heat 

of solution of hydrogen in copper, and the work functions of alloys, are discussed. 

§ 1. Introduction 

The electronic theories of the binary alloys have been studied 
by MaTT, FIUEDEL and many others. They investigated the binary 
alloys in which both components are completely soluble with each 
other and one of the components is sufficiently sparse. MOTTl) 

obtained the potential produced by a solute atom in the form 
Zer- 1 exp (-qr) using THo~rAs-FEIDn's method, and calculated the 
electronic conductivity and heat of formation of alloys. FRIEDEr?) 
dealt with the electronic structure around a solute atom in terms 
of the phase shifts of free electrons, assuming that there are some 
bound states of electrons around a solute atom, and discussed the 
heat of solution of hydrogen and of polyvalent metals in noble 
metals, and also the magnetic susceptibility and x-ray emission 
and absorption of these alloys. 

We shall treat here the electronic structure around a solute 
atom from the viewpoint of free electron theory for the case where 

. the solvent metal (noble metal) contains few solute atoms (polyvalent 
or hydrogen atoms) which do not interact among themselves. It 

;f The main contents of the present paper were already reported at the meeting of 

the Physical Society of Japan held in October, 1953. 
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will be assumed that the perturbation potential energy due to 
a solute atom (impurity atom) in the solvent metal is -Ze?(l + 7)1") 
exp (-qr) .and that there is no bound level of the electrons around 
the solute atom. Z+l is the valency of the solute atom, -Ze"r-1 

exp (-qr) is the Courmm energy in the field of an impurity ion 
and electrons around this ion, and -Ze27)1" exp (-qr') is the exchange 
energy due to these electrons. 

If plane waves are adopted as the wave functions of electrons 
in the conduction band of pure metal, this treatment reduces to 
that of BOliN'S approximation in the scattering· problem'lJ, so that 
one may get a good approximation at least for the electrons which 
have high energy. 

In the first place, the charge distributions will be calculated, 
the free electron model being used as the unperturbed system and 
-Ze" (1 + 1))r-1 exp(-qr) as the perturbation term; the Couw:-m part 
and the exchange part of the potential energ'y produced by the 
above charge distribution are then equated to - Ze'?r-1 exp (-qr) 
and -Ze'?r;rl exp( -qr), respectively, and the equations thus obtained 
will be solved with respect to q and 1), which yields the self
consistent solution. 

Finally, by use of these values of q and r;, the heat of solution 
of polyvalent metal atoms in noble metals, the heat of solution of 
hydrogen atoms in copper and the work functions of alloys will 
be calculated. 

§ 2. Distribution of Electronic Charge 

The wave function of an electron in a pure metal and the 
eigenvalue of the energy are 

(2. 1) 

and 

(2.2) 

respectively, where V stands for the volume of the crystals, k the 
wave vector, l' the coordinate vector of the electron and m the 
electron mass. 

The perturbed wave function and the energy are respectively, 
in the approximation of the 2nd order perturbation, 
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P" = V-lie eilo" + V-liZ 2J {H"")(Elo,-E,,,»)}e i
"" (2.3) 

", 
and 

where 

(2.5) 

A variation pI of charge density of electrons is caused by the 
impurity atom: 

pI = 2J 1f!11p k -- 2JP%*Ip~ = 22J 2J {H"",/(E" - E ",)} 1p%":If!~ • (2. 6) 
" kkk' 

The summation for It extends from 0 to the wave vector ko of FERm
surface, and that for It/ over 011 the It -space. From (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.5), we get 

2J 2J {H"",/(E,,-Ek ,)} IpO;:,If!~: 
I~ k; 

--2~ rdkf dlt/ _ 8rrmZe
2
(1+7J) ei(k'-")" 

(277:)" J J Vfi2(p2 + q2) (k2-1c '2) 

Z (1 + 7J) r dkJdP 1 . e-
ipr 

• (2.7) 
477:"aJI J p2+q2 p2+2(p.k) 

The factor 2 in the second expression of (2.7) arises from the spin 
degenercy. all is the BOHR-radius, and jJ is defined as the difference 

o 
Fig. 1. 
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between k' and T.: (Fig. 1). With reference to Fig. 1, (2.7) can be 
integrated: 

Z + f dp e~i~?~. 1 fkok2dk J'+l dx 
2rr'laa J p"+q2 P Jo -I p+ 

Z + dp e-
tpr 

• ~.~fJ.. r 1- p~-4k~ log I + 11 
2rr"an p"+q2 4 I I p-2k" i j 

roo dp p sin (P!1 f (p leu) (2. 8) 
2rr~aII r, () rf+q~ , 

with 

1- p'2-4leg log I :, 
4pleo I p-2ko 1 

and therefore 

pi = _Z-'-c~--"-- J''''' dp 'p!3.~n_~'l f (p, ku) • 
" . P"+q-

(2.9) 

The function f (p, leo) has a maximum value 2 at p=O, and be
comes smaller as p increases (the solid curve in Fig. 2). It will now 
be assumed that 2 independent of p (the broken curve in Fig. 
2). It is too large for large values of p, but it has little influence 
upon the value of (2.9) on account of the factor (p2+ q"). Thus the 
integration in (2.9) can easily be carried out, yielding 

.2 1---:..::-::::..:::::..:::- -------- ----

o 
Fig. 2. 
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P' ~(!-±1)) ko_ e- qr 

,c"aJI r 
(2.10) 

On the supposition that the distribution P' causes the perturbation 
potential which was adopted at first, q and 1) can be determined 
self-consistently. The Poisson-equation of the electrons around an 
impurity atom is given by4) 

(2.11) 

while according to SLATEH'S simplified theory"\ the exchange potential 
energy for a free electron is expressed as -3e~(3/8rry/~pl/~ (P: the 
density of the free electrons). On substituting the relation P= 

Po + P' (Po: the density of free electrons in pure crystal) into this 
expression of exchange energy, one obtains the variation of the 
exchange energy caused by pl. This is equal to the exchange part 
of the perturbation energy: 

-Ze'!'lr-1e-qr = -e~(3/8rry/3 (P'/P02/3) . 

Thus equations (2,11) and (2.12) yield q and 1) : 

and 

~ = J~i;-(i - -~~o~~y 

3/2rrkoaJI 1)= 
1-3/(2rrkoaH) 

P' satisfies the condition of normalization 

) p'd1' = Z. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

If the exchange term is not contained in the perturbation energy, 
"1 is zero. Then p' and q turn out to be 

p' = Zko _ r= dp 'P s~n (~r) f (p, ko) ~ ~ko ~=~r, (2. 16) 
rr3aHr J 0 P" + q" rr"aH r 

and 

(2.17) 

Here it is also assumed that f (p, ko) = 2, The results (2.16) and 
(2.17) are identical, so far as the shielding constant is concerned, 
with that derived by MOTT in 1936 and by FRIEDEL in 1953r.). It 
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is to be noticed that, in order to obtain the expression (2.17), it 
is necessary to assume that f (p, ko) = 2. 

In Fig. 3, the functions P' and p'r2 are illustrated for different 
values of the parameter q, in order to see to what extent the 
second expression deviates from the first in (2.16). 
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Fig. 3. 

The solid curves: The first expression of (2, 16). 

The broken curves: The second expression of (2, 16). 

§ 3. Heat of Formation of Alloys 

The AB alloy can be conceived to result through the following 
processes. 
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1) First, an A-ion is removed out from the lattice point of the 
metal A, and a free electron from the conduction band. (The 
energy HI is needed for this), 

2) The ion and the electron thus 'taken out are brought together 
to form an A-atom (IA: the ionization energy of the A-atom). 

3) This atom A is added to another metal A (WA : the sublimation 
energy of the metal A). 

4) An atom B is removed out from the metal B (W B: the sub
limation energy of the metal B). 

5) All the Z + 1 valance electrons are removed from this atom B 

I B : the summation of the ionization energies of the atom B). 
6) This B-ion is put into the hole from which the A-ion was re

moved, and at the same time Z+l electrons are put into the 
conduction band, the number of conduction electrons thus 
increaseing by Z as compared with that of the initial metal. 
(The energy is needed for this). 
If these processes are repeated m' times, the metal turns into 

the aHoy AB which contains m' solute atoms. Putting AE (nz') equal 
to the difference between HI and H~, one obtains the heat of forma
tion of alloy AE(m'): 

Z+I 

AE (m') m' {2] IB-IA + W E - W A } + AE (m') . (3.1) 

In case m' is very small and the solute atoms have no interaction 
among themselves, the heat of formation per one solute atom is 
given by 

AE= (3.2) 

AE is the average value of AE (m') , that is, the difference between 
the crystal energies of the alloy and the pure metal. 

When the crystal contains m' solute atoms, the energy of the 
electron with the wave vector k becomes, from the equation (2.4), 

If the fraction of solute atoms per one atom in the crystal is 
defined as 

x = mIl VN = (m'l V) (4nr;/3) , (3.4) 
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W" comes out 
1i}k2 

W,,= 
2m 

S. Shin ohara 

_ x f 3Ze2 (1 + 7J) + 3Z2e2 (1 +7JY 1 . 
l r; q2 r;asl] (4k2 + q2)J 

(3.5) 

Supposing that there is no variation of repulsion energy between 
ion corse, one obtains, by the definition of LlE, 

LlE = a (W,,-Bk)+ZE o+ "E.Ze2rt-1e-qrt , 
ax i 

(3.6) 

where the bar means the average over all the electrons in the 
conduction band, Eo is the minimum energy of conduction band 
in the pure metal, and the last term is the static energy between 
an impurity atom and the ions in lattice points. The 2nd term 
is added to (3. 6), because the number of electrons in the con
duction band of alloy is larger by Z than that of pure metal. HI" 
and B" become respectively as follows: 

_ _ ~ W"f" _ 1:0(Vk2/rr2) W"dk 
IW" _ -- ---- _-------~----

~ f" ~:O(Vk2/rr2) dk 

= 3'1i'!!.g _x3Ze'~(1 +_rz} -x 9ZZe2 (.1 +1))2 (kt) ___ q tan-12ko\ 
10 m 2'i'; q2 2r;anqk3 4 8 q ) 

- - -- -- 4rrr-dr m' J= 1 Ze2 
Q 

V 0 2 r 

B" = 31i?kJ'2 /(10m) , 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where the distribution function of electrons, f", is assumed to be 
equal to unity, and ko and let' are the maximum wave vectors of 
free electrons in the alloy and in the pure metal at OaK, respec
tively. In the 2nd and 3rd terms of (3.7) the factor, 1/2, is multiplied 
to those of (3.5), because the one-electron approximation is adopted 
here, and so W" contains twice the interaction energies of electrons 
without the interaction energies of electrons and impurity ions, 
which are the last term of (3.7) and diverge unfortunately. But, 
when m' impurities are contained in the volume V and a impurity 

. . th 1 4rr R" V h I I' lOll occupIes e vo ume -~ "= - , t east term equa s apprOXI-
3 m' 

mately to 

rn' fR 1 Ze2 4 2d 1/3 3Ze2 

'- -~ rrr r = x ~-
V . 0 2 r 4'i'8 

(3.9) 
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If X is much smaner than unity, the lattice constant a and ko can 
be written as 

a=ao(l+bx) (3.10) 

and 

M: (1+ ~x-bx) 
3 , 

(3.11) 

where au is the lattice constant of a pure solvent metal, and b is 
a constant. Then 

.dE 

Metal & 
Alloy 

. Cu 

Ag 

Zu 

Cd 

Al 

Cu-Zn 

Ag-Cd 

Cu-At 

9Z2e~(1 +7)2 (~ 

2r;aHqk~ 4 
!L tan -1 2ko) 
8 q 

+ ZEo + LJZe2ri -
1e-q

"t • ., 

TABLE 1. 

7.54 2.95 

9.35 17.89· 1.59 

8.96 16.84 1.16 

5.96 2.39 

-13.80 

(3.12) 

b 

4.078 

0.05 (7) 

0.05 (7) 

0.47 (8) 

From equation (2.13) (2. 14), (2.17) (3. 2) and (3.12) one obtains the 
values of q, 'l} and .dE shown in the table II, where the entropy 
term in .dE is neglected. In the table I, the experimental values 
of I, W, Eo, ao and 0 are contained. 
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TABLE II. 
Cu-Zn (Z= 1) 

Zx IlcoX10- 1 ! X lOs 
'I = 0 'I 

dE 'I = 0 exp.c9) q 
em-I em e.v. 

0.10 1.40 0.324 0.545 1.82 - 12.0 -10.0 - 0.29 

0.20 1.44 0.327 0.537 1.69 - 7.4 - 5.3 

Ag-Cd (Z=l) 

1 
: 

Zx leo '1=0 y) dE y)=0 exp.(9) 
q 

010 1.24 0.301 0.579 2.70 - 10.3 - 8.2 - 0.2 

0.20 1.27 0.307 0.571 2.46 - 6.0 - 4.1 
i 

Cu-AI (Z=2) 
, 

i 
0.10 1.37 0.321 0.550 I 1.93 - 36.7 - 29.3 - 1.3 

I 

0.20 1.39 0.320 0.447 
I 

1.87 I - 22.4 15.2 
I 

§ 4. Heat of Solution of Hydrogen in Copper 

When the hydrog'en atom is dissolved in copper, it is split up 
into a proton and an electron, the former occupying an interstitial 
position in the lattice and the latter being' in the conduction band. 
The heat of solution of hydrog'en in the monovalent metal, liEw 

reduces to, owing' to (3.2), 

liEa = liE' + III' (4.1) 

liE' is equal to liE plus the correction energ'y due to the motion 
of the proton. In order to treat the motion, the adiabatic approxi
mation is used. One takes the equilibrium point of the proton as 
an origin, and R (X, Y, Z) as its coordinate vector (Fig'. 4). Denote 
the wave function of free electron and the mass of proton by 
(/Jk(I', Ii) and M, respectively, then SCIIHODINGBU'S equation becomes 

(Ho+ H' - 2~ v~) (/J" (I', R) = E~(/J" (1', R), (4.2) 

where Ho is the Hamiltonian of pure crystal, and H' the perturbed 
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Fig. 4. 

energy due to a hydrogen atom: 
-q!r-Il! 

H' = -e2 (1 +7J) e + V(B) . 
!r-B! 

(4.3) 

V (B) is the static energy between copper-ions and the hydrogen, 
expressed by the last term of (3. 6) 

Putting 

(4.4) 

in which IJik (}',B) and X (B) are the wave functions of a free electron 
and of the proton, respectively, one obtains from the equation (4.2) 

(Ho+H') If/,oCI', B) = E~ (B) P" (I', B) (4.5) 

and 

{- (n;2j2M)/7'k+E~(R)} X(B) = E~X(B) (4.6) 

provided - (fiNM) fIllPk(J',B) /7 IlX(B) and - (fi,2j2M) X (B) v'kPk (}',B) are 
neglected. By removing the coordinate origin from the equilibrium 
point of p;roton to the point B, one can get the eigenvalue E~ of 
(4.5) : 

E~ = Wk + VCR) . (4.7) 

The distribution of free electrons 111 the pure metal is uniform, 
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and therefore W k does not depend on R. Suppose that only the 
ions of the nearest neighbours of the proton are summed up in 
V (R), then the distances of copper-ions from the proton are 
{(ao/2) + X, (ao/2)+Y, (ao/2)+Z}. We retain only the second order 
of R in the expansion of V (R), obtaining 

VCR) = e~(ao/2)-le-qao/2{6+(q2+4q/ao)R2} AR2+B. (4.8) 

Substitution of (4.7) and (4.8) in (4.6) yields 

{- (fi}/2M) r~l+ Wk +B+AR2} X (R) = E~X(R). (4.9) 

The lowest eigenvalue E~ is therefore given by 

(4.10) 

and the heat of solution of hydrogen in the monovalen metal comes 
out 

fi}kg _ 3e2(1 + 7]) _ ge2 (1 + 7])2 (~-!L tan -1 2ko) __ x-2f') ~ 
5m 2r;q2 2r;allqk~ 4 8 q 4r. 

+ 6e2(ao/2)-1 e-Qa,,/2 + 3; J ;~~~( q2 + {: ) ~-~;"o/2 ( ~ ) ~j 

+ Eocu + Ill' (4.11) 

Let us consider the quantity of hydrogen absorbed in copper to 
be very small so that ko may be put equal to ko'+ and the lattice 
constant does not vary. One obtains the numerical values of ,:JEll 

as shown in table III. 

TABLE III. 

x 
koxlO-S ! x lOS 'll=o .dElI 'll=o expo 'll 

em- 1 q em e.v. 

0.01 1.36 0.320 0.552 1.98 . ! - 58.0 - 51.0 - 1.6 

§ 5. The Work Function of Alloys 

From the equation (3.5), one gets for the work function of 
alloy 

(5.1) 
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and for that of pure metal 

Ii} k*2 e2 e2 

<Po = -- Eo - _._" -1.2- +0.612- - 4rre Pno • (5.2) 
2m. rso rso 

In (5.1) and (5.2) the 3rd term is the COULOMB energy, the 4th 
term the exchange energy and the last term is the surface dipole 
term, which is usually small in monovalent metals10>, and so P n 

seems to be nearly equal to P~s when x is very small. 
If the variation of the lattice constant is considered, the dif

ference between <p and <Po is 

d<p = x f _ ~ (~_ b)k~+ 1.2e
2
b _ 0.612e

2
b 

l m 3 rs r. 

+ 3Ze2 (1 +1J) + 3Z2e2 (1 + 1J)2 1 
r; q2 r;aHq (4kg+q2)j . 

(5.3) 

In table IV, several values of d<p are shown in unit of e.v .. 

TABLE IV 

Zx Cu-Zn Ag-Cd Cu-Al 
I '1/=0 'f[=o '1/=0 

~ ------- --~------ ---~ . .------ -;---- ~-------~-. 

I 
I 0.023 0.060 0.01 I 0.051 0.020 0.16 0.095 

0.05 
I 

0.25 I 0.10 0.028 0.089 0.76 0.45 

0.10 0.88 I 0.27 0.83 0.15 1.44 0.85 

0.20 0.62 I 0.25 0.83 0.23 
I 

2.60 1.53 
I I 

§ 6. Conclusion 

The present calculation shows a contribution of the exchange 
energy to the heat of solution of alloys which have a few solute 
atoms. But in the more concentration of impurity atoms than 
several per cent it should be treated as the problem of two center 
scattering. It was shown in our previous work1

) that the exchange 
energy should be taken into consideration for the electric con
ductivity and the paramagnetic susceptibility of alloys." The large 
deviation of the heat of solution arises from the circumstances 
that the interaction energy of the impurity-ion and free electrons 
diverges. 

The approximation adopted in this work is that due to BOJw, 
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and is invalid for the electrons having lower energies. In the 
calculation of pI and LlE, however, the integration with respect to 
k contains the factor k\ so that the contributions of low energy 
electrons are not too large, while in the scattering problem of low 
energy electrons the calculation must be carried through more 
strictly. 

The writer wishes to express his cordial thanks to Ass. Prof. T. 
Toy A for his helpful discussions and continual encouragement. 
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